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Abstract:  

We report new organic-salt dichlorinated crystals acting as excellent coherent terahertz (THz) sources. 

Although in THz source materials molecular anions significantly influence on the performance of 

THz generation, only limited classes of molecular counter anions have been reported. Utilizing 

dichlorinated molecular anions in THz generators is reported for the first time, to the best of our 

knowledge. In these new crystals, two dichlorinated molecular anions with different molecular 

symmetries, asymmetric 3,4-dichlorobenzenesulfonate (34DCS) and symmetric 3,5-

dichlorobenzenesulfonate (35DCS), are incorporated with a 2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-1-

methylquinolinium (OHQ) cation possessing top-level molecular optical nonlinearity. OHQ-34DCS 

exhibits a strong nonlinear optical response, in contrast to OHQ-35DCS. In OHQ-34DCS crystals, 

the dichlorinated groups form strong halogen bonds (XBs) and hydrogen bonds (HBs), which are 

beneficial for suppressing molecular (phonon) vibrations. The optical-to-THz conversion efficiency 

of the OHQ-34DCS crystals is extremely high, comparable to that of the benchmark organic THz 

generators. Moreover, the THz emission spectra from the OHQ-34DCS crystals, compared to those 

of previously reported benchmark analogous crystals, are stronger modulated toward a flatter shape, 

but possess substantially reduced spectral dimples. Therefore, the introduction of dichlorinated 

molecular anions is an efficient approach for the design of highly efficient electro-optic salt crystals 

as efficient broadband THz wave sources. 
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1. Introduction 

Terahertz (THz) waves are widely applied in various fundamental and applied research areas, 

such as spectroscopy, imaging, sensing, pump and/or probe experiments, and spin (and magnetic) 

control of matter.[1-6] In the current THz photonics field, the development of efficient and broadband 

sources of electromagnetic waves at THz frequencies is a crucial issue, which is sometimes referred 

to as the THz gap due to the scarcity of such sources.[7,8] Therefore, many studies have attempted to 

address this unfavorable situation by developing efficient and/or broadband THz wave sources based 

on fundamental approaches such as nonlinear optics, photoconductivity, gas plasmas, and 

spintronics.[3,8-10]  

Among various THz source materials, organic electro-optic salt crystals have shown excellent 

potential for efficient THz wave generation, as they simultaneously achieve high generation 

efficiency and broad spectral bandwidth even in table-top setups and simple collinear geometries.[3,10] 

In the last two decades, various new organic electro-optic salt crystals have been designed for THz 

wave generation.[11-20] In addition, organic electro-optic salt crystals reported before the year 2000 

have been recently examined for performance of THz wave generation and THz wave-related 

activity.[21-26] Many organic electro-optic salt crystals have top-level nonlinear optical coefficients. 

For example, organic salt crystals possessing effective first hyperpolarizability of > 100 ´ 10−30 esu 

show very high conversion efficiency in THz wave generation, mostly providing over 10 times higher 

amplitude than that of inorganic semiconducting crystals when pumped at infrared optical 

wavelengths.[10]  

Through analyses of the chemical structure of benchmark organic salt THz sources, versatile 

classes of cationic chromophores have been discovered.[10,27-29] However, there are only limited 

classes of molecular counter anions. Mono-substituted benzenesulfonate anions have been used in 

several benchmark organic salt crystals. For example, non-polar methyl group was introduced for 

mono-substituent on  the benzenesulfonate anion in pyridinium-based 4-(4-(N,N-

dimethylamino)styryl)-1-methylpyridinium 4-methylbenzenesulfonate (DAST), quinolinium-based 
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2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-1-methylquinolinium 4-methylbenzenesulfonate (OHQ-T), benzothiazolium-

based 2-(4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethylstyryl)-3-methylbenzothiazol-3-ium 4-methylbenzenesulfonate 

(HDB-T), and indolium-based 2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-1,3,3-trimethyl-3H-indolium 4-

methylbenzenesulfonate (OHI-T) crystals.[11-13,21] A polar nitro group was introduced for mono-

substituent on the benzenesulfonate anion in indolium-based 1-ethyl-2-(4-(4-

(hydroxymethyl)piperidin-1-yl)styryl)-3,3-dimethyl-3H-indolium 4-nitrobenzenesulfonate (EHPSI-

4NBS) crystals.[14] Furthermore, a polar trifluoromethoxy group was introduced for mono-substituent 

on the benzenesulfonate anion in benzothiazolium-based 2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-3-methylbenzothiazol-

3-ium 4-(trifluoromethoxy)benzenesulfonate (OHB-TFO).[15]  

Although molecular counter anions show a negligibly small contribution to the macroscopic 

optical nonlinearity in crystals, the intermolecular interactions induced by molecular anions 

significantly influence the characteristics of THz wave generation (e.g., generation efficiency, 

spectral bandwidth, spectral shape and flatness, and self-absorption).[10,30,31] Consequently, in organic 

salt THz source materials, the selection of molecular anions contributed crucially. 

The use of previously unreported molecular anions for developing new organic salt THz source 

materials is challenging. To achieve a top-level THz generation efficiency comparable to that of 

benchmark organic-salt THz sources, when new molecular anions are introduced, the macroscopic 

optical nonlinearity of the crystals must exceed 100 ´ 10−30 esu.[10] However, the introduction of 

unreported molecular anions into new crystals in most cases does not lead to desired molecular 

packing and intermolecular interactions, which deteriorates the macroscopic optical nonlinearity and 

thus hinders THz wave generation.  

In this work, we report new organic-salt THz source crystals containing dichlorinated molecular 

anions for the first time. The introduction of dichlorinated benzenesulfonate anions to organic salt 

crystals yields top-level macroscopic optical nonlinearity (effective first hyperpolarizability of 119 ´ 

10−30 esu), leading to state-of-the-art optical-to-THz conversion efficiency. In particular, the THz 

emission spectra of the new dichlorinated crystals are stronger modulated toward a flatter shape, but 
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possess substantially reduced spectral dimples compared to those of previously reported analogous 

crystals. In the crystals, the dichlorinated groups on the anions participate in strong intermolecular 

interactions with both strong halogen and hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the introduction of 

dichlorinated molecular anions is an attractive approach for use in organic-salt THz sources.  

 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Design of Dichlorinated Organic Salt Crystals  

In organic THz source materials, intermolecular interactions related to molecular phonon 

vibrations (i.e., optical characteristic features in the THz frequency range) significantly influence the 

characteristics of THz wave generation.[30-33] Recently, halogen bonds (XBs) have attracted 

considerable attention owing to their effects on intermolecular interactions in organic p-conjugated 

crystals. The introduction of halogen substituents on p-conjugated groups, as shown with the Cl 

substituent in Figure 1a, can simultaneously form XBs and hydrogen bonds (HBs) in different 

directions.[34,35] Compared to conventional non-polar and polar substituents that can form only weak 

and strong HBs, respectively, the positive s-hole and negative belt on the halogen substituent can 

yield multi-intermolecular interactions with both XBs and HBs.  

In this work, for designing organic electro-optic crystals that act as efficient THz sources, 

dichlorinated substituents are added to molecular anions. To visualize the multi-intermolecular 

interaction ability (XBs and HBs) of dichlorinated substituents on the aromatic ring, the electrostatic 

potentials of 1,2- and 1,3-dichlorobenezenes (DCB) were calculated by density functional theory 

(DFT) using the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) basis set. The results are shown in Figure 1b. The coexisting 

positive s-hole and negative belt on the Cl substituents on the aromatic ring are clearly visible. The 

possible multi-intermolecular interactions (XBs and HBs) of dichlorinated substituents (Figure 1b) 

with other substituents used in many organic THz source crystals are illustrated in Figure S1. For 
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example, the positive s-hole (d+) and the negative belt (d-) on Cl substituents can form XBs with (d-) 

sulfonate groups and HBs with (d+) H-Ar groups, respectively. 

Figure 1c shows the chemical structure of the newly designed organic-salt THz source crystals. 

Here, the two dichlorinated molecular anions have different molecular symmetries: 3,4-

dichlorobenzenesulfonate (34DCS) is asymmetric, whereas 3,5-dichlorobenzenesulfonate (35DCS) 

is symmetric. The symmetry of the molecular components of organic crystals is one of the important 

parameters for achieving non-centrosymmetric molecular ordering in the crystalline state. For 

nonlinear optical chromophores, the symmetry reduction of the molecular shape can help to achieve 

the non-centrosymmetric ordering of chromophores in crystals.[27]  

As a nonlinear optical chromophore, the 2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-1-methylquinolinium (OHQ) 

cation with a large maximum first hyperpolarizability bmax in the gas phase (118 ´ 10−30 esu)[11] was 

used in this work. The newly designed dichlorinated OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS were 

synthesized by a condensation reaction in a manner similar to that reported in the literature.[11,16]  

Thermal analysis of OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS was performed to investigate whether the 

introduction of dichlorinated substituents to organic salt crystals affects the thermal stability, since it 

is important for the allowed range of operating temperatures and stability of THz sources. Figure S2a 

and S1b show the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

thermodiagrams of OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS, respectively. For both compounds, the melting 

temperature Tm and the initial weight loss temperature Ti are sufficiently high, above 240 °C. The 

introduction of dichlorinated substituents thus does not harm the thermal stability within the operating 

temperature of widely used THz sources. The melting temperature Tm of OHQ-34DCS (258 °C) is 

higher than that of OHQ-35DCS. In powder second harmonic generation (SHG) measurements[36,37] 

with pumping at 1300 nm, OHQ-34DCS exhibited a nonlinear optical response with a strong SHG 

signal, while OHQ-35DCS did not show an SHG signal (Figure S2c). This shows that OHQ-34DCS 

crystals with the asymmetric anion 34DCS possess a desired acentric chromophore alignment, while 

the chromophore alignment in OHQ-35DCS crystals with the symmetric anion 35DCS possesses a 
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centrosymmetric symmetry or very close to it. Consequently, OHQ-34DCS with the potential for 

nonlinear optical applications such as efficient THz wave generation was further investigated in detail.  

 

2.2. Crystal Characteristics for THz Sources 

To perform X-ray single crystal structure analysis, OHQ-34DCS single crystals are grown by 

cooling method in a mixed solvent of methanol and acetonitrile. OHQ-34DCS single crystals exhibit 

triclinic P1 space-group symmetry with one molecular pair (one cation and one anion) in the unit cell. 

Figure 2a and 2b show the molecular ordering of the OHQ cations and 34DCS anions in the crystalline 

state. In the OHQ-34DCS crystals, the nonlinear optical OHQ cations are aligned perfectly parallel 

with non-centrosymmetric ordering. The OHQ cations possess very planar conformation (Figure 2b) 

that is helpful for efficient p-electron delocalization (i.e., not deteriorate first hyperpolarizability of 

OHQ cations). 

To investigate the details of the nonlinear optical characteristics of OHQ-34DCS crystals, which 

are important for THz wave generation, the maximum first hyperpolarizability bmax of the OHQ cation 

was calculated by DFT calculations using the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) basis set.[38,39] The theoretical 

maximum first hyperpolarizability bmax value for the OHQ cation having experimental conformation 

(EXP) in OHQ-34DCS crystals is very large; 119 ´ 10−30 esu (see details in Supporting Information, 

Section E). The corresponding direction of maximum first hyperpolarizability bmax of the OHQ cation 

in the OHQ-34DCS crystal is indicated by the red arrow in Figure 3a. The polar axis of OHQ-34DCS 

crystal, represented by the blue dotted arrow, is exactly parallel to the direction of the maximum first 

hyperpolarizability bmax of the OHQ cation, which is because of the P1 symmetry with only one 

chromophore per unit cell. For the same reason, the macroscopic nonlinear optical coefficient 

(diagonal effective first hyperpolarizability for the OHQ-34DCS crystal) is also very large and equal 

to the value of the maximum first hyperpolarizability: 𝛽!!!eff = 𝛽max = 119 ´ 10−30 esu. Therefore, the 
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introduction of dichlorinated asymmetric molecular anions resulted in top-level macroscopic optical 

nonlinearity (> 100 ´ 10−30 esu), comparable to that of benchmark organic-salt THz sources.  

In OHQ-34DCS crystals, strong intermolecular interactions were observed. In Figure 2c, the red 

dotted lines indicate many strong intermolecular interactions with the short-distance all×××all atom 

contacts (< 3.0 Å) observed in the Hirshfeld surface analysis.[40-42] In particular, the dichlorinated 

substituents form strong XBs and HBs in crystals as illustrated in Figure S1. As shown in Figure 1d, 

the Cl substituents on the 34DCS anion in the OHQ-34DCS crystal form two strong XBs between 

anions ((Ar)–Cl(d+)×××−O3–S–) with very short distances of 2.94 and 3.33 Å. Figures 4a and 4b show 

that the intermolecular interactions of OHQ-34DCS crystals include HBs between Cl and H with the 

close contact of Cl×××H and H×××Cl (< 3.0 Å) on the Hirshfeld surface. These intermolecular interactions 

of the OHQ-34DCS crystals (i.e., both XBs and HBs in Figure 1d and Figure 4a and 4b, respectively) 

with dichlorinated molecular anions (34DCS) do not exist in previously reported analogous, but 

OHQ-T crystals[11] with mono-substituted (non-chlorinated methyl) molecular anions (4-

methylbenzenesulfonate (T)).  

The crystal density of the OHQ-34DCS crystals (1.481 g/cm3) is remarkably higher than that of 

OHQ-T crystals (1.351 g/cm3). The volume of the unit cell per one cation-anion pair is for OHQ-

34DCS crystals (~548 Å3) with larger substituents slightly larger than for OHQ-T crystals (~533 Å3). 

The higher density in OHQ-34DCS crystals compared to OHQ-T crystals results from the higher 

mass in the unit cell; i.e., introducing heavy dichlorinated substituent with 70.9 g/mol instead of 

methyl substituent with 15.0 g/mol. The higher density of OHQ-34DCS crystals is attributed to the 

relatively strong interactions induced by dichlorinated substituent (Hirshfeld fingerprints in Figure 

1d and Figure 4a-b for XBs and HBs, respectively).   

 In addition to the higher density, the void volume[43] of the OHQ-34DCS crystals (27.9 %) is 

slightly lower than that of OHQ-T crystals (28.5 %).[44] Figure 1e shows a part of the void shape 

around the dichlorinated substituent on 34DCS anions in OHQ-34DCS crystals. The areas around 
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multi-intermolecular interactions of dichlorinated substituents - XBs between (Ar)–Cl(d+)×××−O3S– 

groups, presented with red dotted lines in Figure 1e and Hirshfeld fingerprints in Figure 1d – are 

corresponding to non-void areas.  

Consequently, compared to previously reported OHQ-T crystals, OHQ-34DCS crystals with 

dichlorinated substituent on anions exhibit additional intermolecular interactions, higher crystal 

density, and lower void volume. Many molecular vibrational motions of molecular anions result in 

absorption of organic salts in the THz frequency range, which limits their efficiency when used as 

THz sources.[10,30,31] Due to stronger intermolecular interactions, higher density and lower void 

volume compared to previously reported OHQ-T crystals, OHQ-34DCS crystals may have weaker 

molecular vibrational motions of 34DCS molecular anions compared to T anions in OHQ-T crystals. 

Therefore, introducing dichlorinated substituent on molecular anions that results in additional 

intermolecular interactions, higher crystal density, and lower void volume is an efficient approach for 

obtaining weaker molecular vibrational motions, which is favorable for THz source crystals. 

In bulk crystal growth experiments using a mixed solvent of methanol and acetonitrile, two 

morphologies of OHQ-34DCS crystals were concomitantly obtained. Figure 3b and 3c show the 

photographs of OHQ-34DCS crystals with different morphologies having in-plane and (close-to) out-

of-plane polar axis, respectively. The largest surface of OHQ-34DCS crystals with morphology as in 

Figure 3b is the crystallographic (001) plane that was determined by reflection X-ray diffraction 

measurement. The direction of the polar axis is rotated by only about 6.2-degree with respect to the 

crystallographic ab or (001) plane as shown in Figure 3a. The long molecular axis of OHQ cations 

and approximately also 34DCS anions is parallel with the direction of the polar axis. Due to the high 

difference in the polarizability along and perpendicular to the long axis of these molecules, we expect 

a high anisotropy and a large birefringence of these crystals, which is confirmed by observing these 

crystals between crossed polarizers. The direction of the polar axis in the OHQ-34DCS crystals was 

determined by a polarizer. The OHQ-34DCS crystals with an in-plane polar axis exhibit a very strong 

birefringence and an easily observable shift of the absorption edge (different color, see Figure 3b) for 
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the two in-plane eigen polarizations. When the color of OHQ-34DCS crystals in transmission is the 

darkest (right photograph in Figure 3b), the light polarization direction is parallel with the direction 

of the polar axis with a higher refractive index and the associated red-shifted absorption edge. On the 

other hand, the crystals with a morphology like shown in Figure 3c do not show a strong anisotropy, 

therefore the polar axis must be oriented close to the normal direction (out-of-plane). Considering the 

ordering of the OHQ cation (i.e., the direction of the polar axis) and the (001) facet of the as-grown 

OHQ-34DCS crystals, OHQ-34DCS crystals with an in-plane polar axis are highly suitable for THz 

wave generation in a simple collinear geometry (Figure 3d).   

 

2.3. Efficient THz Wave Generation 

For efficient THz wave generation, an OHQ-34DCS crystal with an in-plane polar axis was 

pumped by 130-fs optical pulses at 1-kHz repetition rate. The incident angle of the optical pump was 

normal to the crystallographic (001) plane of the OHQ-34DCS crystal, as shown in Figure 3d. The 

details of our experimental setup is additionally shown in Figure S4 of Supporting Information. Pump 

wavelengths of 1140 and 1300 nm were selected for comparison. The electro-optic sampling (EOS) 

technique with a 0.3-mm <110> GaP crystal and probe pulses at 800 nm was used for detection.  

The THz wave generation efficiency of the OHQ-34DCS crystals was evaluated based on a 

comparison with widely used, commercially available inorganic standard crystals (ZnTe) with a 

thickness of 1.0 mm. Figure 3e and 3f show the THz wave generation results from a 0.48-mm-thick 

OHQ-34DCS crystal pumped at 1140 and 1300 nm. The 0.48-mm-thick OHQ-34DCS crystal 

exhibited high optical-to-THz conversion efficiency; the peak-to-peak THz electric field of the OHQ-

34DCS crystal was 20 times higher than that of the 1.0-mm-thick ZnTe crystal at 1300 nm (Figure 

3e). The resulting spectral bandwidth of the OHQ-34DCS crystal was much broader than that of the 

ZnTe crystal (Figure 3e). To provide more information on THz wave generation characteristics, the 

THz field strength was measured as a function of the optical pump power in the power level from 6 

to 18 mW (corresponding to intensities of 47 to 140 GW/cm2). Up to 10-mW pump power, the THz 
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field increases linearly with the pump power and starts to slightly saturate above 10 mW. Nevertheless, 

the OHQ-34DCS crystal provides very stable THz emission performance without any specific 

thermal fluctuation and drift. The results of the pump-power-dependent THz wave generation are 

summarized in Figure S5. Note that in organic THz crystals having orange-color; i.e., absorption edge 

in visible wavelength (e.g., OHQ-T), THz generation stability is not crucial issue when pumped at 

infrared wavelength.[10] Since OHQ-34DCS crystals consist of identical orange-color OHQ cations 

with OHQ-T crystals, the OHQ-34DCS crystal exhibits excellent THz generation stability in our 

experiment. Consequently, the newly designed OHQ-34DCS single crystals are highly promising 

THz source materials. 

Note that the resulting spectral bandwidth of OHQ-34DCS crystals may be limited by other 

optical experimental conditions, e.g., pulse duration of optical pump (130-fs here). In many organic 

THz source crystals pumped at good phase-matchable infrared wavelengths of ³ 1000 nm, using 

shorter pump pulses results in increasing the spectral bandwidth that is accompanied with the change 

of the generated spectral shape. In addition, the generated THz spectral bandwidth and shape are also 

varied with extrinsic material parameters; e.g., thickness of THz source crystals.[10] Therefore, the 

THz wave generation performance of OHQ-34DCS crystals may be further improved by changing 

the optical experimental conditions and extrinsic material parameters.  

In addition, the THz wave generation performance of OHQ-34DCS crystals was compared with 

that of a top-level THz source, i.e., OHQ-T crystals, which are analogous to OHQ-34DCS crystals, 

but based on mono-substituted benzenesulfonate anions. As shown in Figure 4c, the THz conversion 

efficiency of the OHQ-34DCS crystals was similar to that of OHQ-T crystals of a similar thickness. 

This is related to the similar macroscopic optical nonlinearity of OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-T crystals; 

𝛽!!!eff = 119 ´ 10−30 and 121 ´ 10−30 esu[11], respectively.  

Interestingly, although the OHQ-34DCS crystals exhibited a THz conversion efficiency similar 

to that of the OHQ-T crystals with an almost identical thickness (Figure 4c), the shape of the THz 

spectra substantially differed. As shown in Figure 4d, the THz emission spectra of the OHQ-34DCS 
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crystals were stronger modulated toward a flatter shape compared to those of the OHQ-T crystals. 

While OHQ-T exhibits a very broad spectral dimple at around 1.5 THz, OHQ-34DCS shows 

additional spectral content in this region with substantially reduced spectral dimples. This flatter 

spectral shape of the OHQ-34DCS crystals is beneficial for various THz applications including 

spectroscopy.  

The spectral dimples generated from OHQ-34DCS crystals are strongly correlated to the 

absorption characteristics in THz frequency range. Figure S6 shows the absorbance of a 0.48-mm-

thick OHQ-34DCS crystal in the THz frequency range, with a systematic absorbance limit calculated 

from the dynamic range of a reference THz field. While OHQ-T crystals exhibit a very strong and 

broad absorption peak at around 1.5 THz,[11] OHQ-34DCS crystals show relatively sharp absorption 

peaks around 1.1, 1.6 and 2.2 THz with a rather broad peak at 3.2 THz. In both OHQ-34DCS and 

OHQ-T crystals, the absorption peak position is superimposed with the dimple position in the 

generated THz spectra (Figure 4d).  

The difference in THz spectral shapes with different dimples (and absorption) is attributed to the 

different intermolecular interaction characteristics of the two crystals. As shown in Figure S3, the 

overall face-to-face and edge-to-face p–p interactions of the OHQ-34DCS crystals are similar to those 

of OHQ-T crystals. However, as described above, OHQ-34DCS crystals exhibit additional 

intermolecular interactions induced by the dichlorinated substituents (XBs in Figure 1d and HBs in 

Figure 4a and 4b), as well as lower void volume and higher crystal density than OHQ-T crystals. 

Therefore, in OHQ-34DCS crystals the molecular vibrational motions are better suppressed compared 

to OHQ-T crystals with a standard counter anion, which leads to a reduced self-absorption of the 

generated THz waves. In another quinolinium-based and pyridinium-based organic-salt THz sources, 

it was shown that below and around 2 THz, the phonon resonances involve entire molecular motions 

(i.e., entire molecular rotations and translations) of both cations and anions.[31-33] The introduction of 

34DCS anions with dichlorinated substituents may result in a reduction in these entire molecular 
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phonon motions, leading to a flatter shape of the THz emission spectra below (and around) 2 THz, as 

shown in Figure 4d. 

 

3. Conclusion 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a highly efficient electro-optic salt 

crystals utilizing dichlorinated aromatic molecular anions. OHQ-34DCS crystals exhibit top-level 

macroscopic optical nonlinearity, leading to state-of-the-art optical-to-THz conversion efficiency. 

The introduction of dichlorinated molecular anions into organic salt crystals is an efficient approach 

for achieving both a flat spectral shape and high conversion efficiency in THz wave generation 

because the dichlorinated groups that form XBs and HBs. Therefore, the use of dichlorinated 

molecular anions is a highly useful strategy for the design of organic salt electro-optic and THz source 

crystals.  

 

4. Experimental Section 

The details of the synthesis of OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS, thermal analysis, powder SHG 

measurements, crystal structure analysis, and intermolecular interaction analysis are provided in the 

Supporting Information. 

 

Supporting Information  
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. 
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Figure 1. (a) Multi-intermolecular interaction ability of halogen (Cl) substituent with coexisting s-

hole (d+) and negative belt (d−) that can simultaneously form hydrogen bonds (HBs) and halogen 

bonds (XBs). (b) Electrostatic potentials of 1,2- and 1,3-dichlorobenezenes (DCB). (c) Chemical 

structure of non-centrosymmetric OHQ-34DCS and centrosymmetric OHQ-35DCS crystals. (d) XBs 

((Ar)–Cl×××−O3–S) of Cl substituents on 34DCS anion in OHQ-34DCS crystals presented with the 

Hirshfeld surface. (e) A part of the void shape around the 34DCS anion in OHQ-34DCS crystals. The 

red dotted lines are corresponding to XBs ((Ar)–Cl×××−O3–S) in Figure 1d. 
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Figure 2. Molecular alignment in OHQ-34DCS crystals. (c) Hirshfeld surface analysis with fragment 

patch of OHQ cation in OHQ-34DCS crystals. The red dotted lines indicate the all×××all atom contacts 

(< 3.0 Å).  
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Figure 3. (a) Parallel alignment of the first hyperpolarizability bmax of OHQ chromophore with the 

polar axis of the OHQ-34DCS crystals. Photographs of OHQ-34DCS crystals with (b) in-plane and 

(c) (close-to) out-of-plane polar axes, taken in transmission with rotating the crystals on a polarizer 

(scale bar: 0.5 mm). (d) THz wave generation geometry (Figure S4). The double arrow presents the 

direction of light polarization (horizontal direction). THz wave generation in a 0.48-mm-thick OHQ-

34DCS crystal and a 1.0-mm-thick ZnTe crystal: (e) time-domain signals at 1300 nm pump 

wavelength and (f) frequency domain signals at 1140 and 1300 nm pump wavelengths.  
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Figure 4. Intermolecular interactions of OHQ-34DCS crystals, presented with Hirshfeld surfaces of 

(a) 34DCS anion and (b) OHQ cation to show HBs between Cl and H. The red dotted lines indicate 

close contact (< 3.0 Å) of Cl×××H and H×××Cl. Note that these interactions do not exist in non-chlorinated 

OHQ-T crystals. THz wave generation results in a 0.48-mm-thick OHQ-34DCS crystal with P1 space 

group and a 0.46-mm-thick OHQ-T crystal with Pn space group: (c) peak-to-peak ratio of the 

generated THz signal of these OHQ crystals relative to 1.0-mm-thick ZnTe crystal pumped at 1140 

and 1300 nm and (d) frequency spectra for crystal pumped at 1300 nm.  
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A. Multi-Intermolecular Interactions  

 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Example of possible multi-intermolecular interactions (halogen bonds, XBs and hydrogen 

bonds, HBs) of dichlorinated substituents on 1,2-dichlorobenzenes (Figure 1b) with other substituents 

commonly used in organic THz source crystals. These multi-intermolecular interactions can be also 

observed in OHQ-34DCS crystals, presented in Figure 1d for XBs and Figure 4a and 4b for HBs.  
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B. Synthesis  

For OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS, the intermediates 1,2-dimethylquinolin-1-ium 3,4-

dichlorobenzenesulfonate (MQ1-34DCS) and 1,2-dimethylquinolin-1-ium 3,5-

dichlorobenzenesulfonate (MQ1-35DCS) were synthesized in a manner similar to that in the literature. 

[Adv. Funct. Mater., 2012, 22, 200] OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS were synthesized by a reaction 

with 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde and the corresponding intermediates. [Adv. Funct. Mater., 2012, 22, 

200 and Adv. Opt. Mater. 2015, 3, 756]  

1,2-dimethylquinolin-1-ium 3,4-dichlorobenzenesulfonate (MQ1-34DCS): Yield 89 %. 1H NMR 

(600 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 9.09 (d, 1H, J = 8.4 Hz, C11H12N), 8.59 (d, 1H, J = 8.4 Hz, C11H12N), 8.40 

(d, 1H, J = 7.8 Hz, C11H12N), 8.23 (t, 1H, J = 7.8 Hz, C11H12N), 8.11 (d, 1H, J = 9 Hz, C11H12N), 7.99 

(t, 2H, J = 7.2 Hz, C11H12N), 7.70 (s, 1H, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 7.60 (d, 1H, J = 8.4 Hz, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 7.53 

(d, 1H, J = 6 Hz, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 4.44 (s, 3H, NCH3), 3.07 (s, 3H, C11H12N). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, δ): 

161.15, 148.82, 145.39, 139.15, 135.00, 130.96, 130.34, 130.29, 130.20, 128.93, 127.74, 127.34, 

125.78, 125.09, 118.92, 22.98. Elemental analysis of C17H15Cl2NO3S: calc’d. C 53.13, H 3.93, Cl 

18.45, N 3.64, O 12.49, S 8.34; found: C 53.36, H 3.86, N 3.66, S 8.39. 

1,2-dimethylquinolin-1-ium 3,5-dichlorobenzenesulfonate (MQ1-35DCS): Yield 86 %. 1H NMR 

(600 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 9.09 (d, 1H, J = 8.4 Hz, C11H12N), 8.59 (d, 1H, J = 9 Hz, C11H12N), 8.40 

(d, 1H, J = 7.2 Hz, C11H12N), 8.23 (t, 1H, J = 8.4 Hz, C11H12N), 8.11 (d, 1H, J = 7.8 Hz, C11H12N), 

7.99 (t, 2H, J = 7.8 Hz, C11H12N), 7.58 (s, 1H, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 7.50 (s, 2H, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 4.44 (s, 3H, 

NCH3), 3.07 (s, 3H, C11H12N). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, δ): 161.15, 151.55, 145.41, 139.17, 135.02, 

133.55, 130.30, 128.95, 127.97, 127.76, 125.09, 124.18, 118.93, 22.98. Elemental analysis of 

C17H15Cl2NO3S: calc’d. C 53.13, H 3.93, Cl 18.45, N 3.64, O 12.49, S 8.34; found: C 53.25, H 3.86, 

N 3.65, S 8.33. 

2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-1-methylquinolin-1-ium 3,4-dichlorobenzenesulfonate (OHQ-34DCS): 

Yield = 61 %. 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 10.41 (s, 1H, OH), 8.97 (d, 1H, J = 9 Hz, C11H12N), 

8.53 (m, 2H, C11H12N), 8.32 (d, 1H, J = 8.1 Hz, C11H12N), 8.21 (d, 1H, J = 15.6 Hz, C2H2), 8.15 (t, 
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1H, J = 8.1 Hz, C11H12N), 7.92 (t, 1H, J = 7.2 Hz, C11H12N), 7.87 (d, 2H, J = 9 Hz, C6H4), 7.71 (m, 

2H, C2H2, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 7.60 (d, 1H, J = 7.8 Hz, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 7.53 (d, 1H, J = 8.1 Hz, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 

6.93 (d, 2H, J = 9 Hz, C6H4), 4.52 (s, 3H, NCH3) 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, δ): 161.23, 126.43, 148.80, 

147.79, 143.31, 139.14, 134.60, 131.76, 131.06, 130.42, 130.27, 129.97, 128.61, 127.44, 127.38, 

126.23, 125.86, 120.66, 119.14, 116.34, 115.36. Elemental analysis of C24H19Cl2NO4S: calc’d. C 

59.02, H 3.92, Cl 14.52, N 2.87, O 13.10, S 6.57; found: C 59.07, H 3.99, N 2.87, S 6.69. 

2-(4-hydroxystyryl)-1-methylquinolin-1-ium 3,5-dichlorobenzenesulfonate (OHQ-35DCS): 

Yield = 52 %. 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ): 10.40 (s, 1H, OH), 8.97 (d, 1H, J = 9 Hz, C11H12N), 

8.53 (m, 2H, C11H12N), 8.31 (d, 1H, J = 8.1 Hz, C11H12N), 8.20 (d, 1H, J = 16.2 Hz, C2H2), 8.15 (t, 

1H, J = 8.4 Hz, C11H12N), 7.92 (t, 1H, J = 7.8 Hz, C11H12N), 7.87 (d, 2H, J = 7.8 Hz, C6H4), 7.71 (d, 

1H, J = 15.6 Hz, C2H2), 7.57 (s, 1H, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 7.50 (s, 2H, C6H3Cl2SO3-), 6.93 (d, 2H, J = 9 Hz, 

C6H4), 4.52 (s, 3H, NCH3) 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, δ): 161.25, 156.49, 151.43, 147.81, 143.39, 139.18, 

134.67, 133.71, 131.81, 130.03, 128.68, 128.17, 127.43, 126.28, 124.30, 120.70, 199.17, 116.20, 

115.40. Elemental analysis of C24H19Cl2NO4S: calc’d. C 59.02, H 3.92, Cl 14.52, N 2.87, O 13.10, S 

6.57; found: C 59.63, H 3.84, N 2.90, S 6.52. 
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C. Physical Properties  

 

 

 

Figure S2. TGA and DSC thermodiagrams of (a) OHQ-34DCS and (b) OHQ-35DCS. (c) Powder 

SHG measurements of OHQ-34DCS and OHQ-35DCS. The fundamental wavelength is 1300 nm. 
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D. Crystal Structure Analysis 

OHQ-34DCS: C18H16NO·C6H3Cl2O3S, Mr = 488.36, triclinic, space group P1, a = 7.4737(3) Å, 

b = 8.1133(3) Å, c = 10.0214(5) Å, α = 69.592(1)°, b = 77.186(1)°, γ = 76.676(1)°, V = 547.49(4) Å3, 

Z = 1, T = 290(1) K, µ(MoKa)= 0.43 mm−1. Of 5410 reflections collected in the q range 3.3-27.5° 

using w scans on a Rigaku R-axis Rapid S diffractometer, 4084 were unique reflections (Rint = 0.015). 

The structure was solved and refined against F2 using SHELXL-2018/3, [G. M. Sheldrick, Acta Cryst. 

C71, 2015, 3] 291 variables, wR2 = 0.085, R1 = 0.030 (F"# > 2s(F"#)), GOF = 1.09, and max/min 

residual electron density 0.22/-0.23 eÅ-3. CCDC- 2128133. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Intermolecular interactions of OHQ-34DCS crystals, presented with Hirshfeld surfaces of 

the OHQ cation to show (a) edge-to-face interactions with the atom contact of H×××C and (b) face-to-

face p-p interactions with the atom contact of C×××C.  
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E. Optical Nonlinearity 

For evaluating the microscopic and the macroscopic optical nonlinearity for OHQ-34DCS single 

crystals, the components of the first hyperpolarizability tensor bijk of OHQ cation possessing the 

experimental conformation (EXP) in the crystal structure of OHQ-34DCS crystals were calculated 

by density functional theory (DFT) calculations at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level according to Ref. 

[J. Phys. Chem. C 2008, 112, 7846; CrystEngComm, 2011, 13, 444]. The corresponding maximum 

first hyperpolarizability bmax of OHQ (EXP) cation along the main charge-transfer direction (very 

close to the direction x in DFT calculations) was also calculated. The results for OHQ-34DCS crystals 

are listed in Table S1. 

 

Table S1. Molecular optical nonlinearity of OHQ-34DCS crystals: the components of the first 

hyperpolarizability tensor bijk (´10-30 esu) and the corresponding maximum first hyperpolarizability 

bmax of OHQ cation possessing the experimental conformation (EXP) in OHQ-34DCS crystals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The ordering angle qp between the directions of the maximum first hyperpolarizability bmax of 

OHQ (EXP) cation and the polar axis in OHQ-34DCS crystals is zero due to the P1 space group 

symmetry consisting of only one OHQ cation in the unit cell in OHQ-34DCS crystals. Consequently, 

 OHQ (EXP)  
βxxx 118.4 
βxxy -7.8 
βxyy -1.8 
βyyy 0.2 
βxxz -0.3 
βxyz -0.1 
βyyz 0 
βxzz 0.6 
βyzz 0 
βzzz 0 
  βmax 119.1 
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the order parameter of OHQ-34DCS crystals is maximum possible (cos3qp = 1.0) with all 

chromophores perfectly parallel. The value of the largest diagonal component of the effective first 

hyperpolarizability for the OHQ-34DCS crystal is according to the oriented gas model [Phys. Rev. A 

1982, 26, 2028] identical with that of maximum first hyperpolarizability bmax of OHQ (EXP) cation; 

𝛽!!!eff  =  𝛽max = 119 ´10-30 esu.  
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